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Abstract: This work is an experimental investigation of the ability of a real three-link
direct-drive arm to track model-based minimum-time trajectories that have been found off-
line. Sufficiently large velocity gains in the computed torque control law were not
achievable with the velocity sensors described herein. This indicates the critical
importance of the velocity sensing when attempting to track trajectories that push the
envelope of the system’s torque capabilities.

1. Introduction

Most experimental minimum-time trajectory tracking work for robotic arms has

been for highly geared arms. (See, for example: [K@ K., et al], [Zalzala, A., et al],

[Park, J., et al], and [Dahl, O.]. This is by no means a comprehensive list.) This work, on

the other hand, focuses on experimental minimum-time trajectory tracking of a real direct-

drive robotic arm with a lkHz sampling rate, 2048-count encoders, analog tachometers,

and motors driven by PWM (pulse-width-modulated) amplifiers. With such a systeu to

obtain a velocity measurement for feedback control, one must rely upon either the noisy

tachometer signals or a numerical differentiation of the encoders. In the latter case, the

velocity signal can be updated only after several sampling periods have passed (to enable

division of the discrete joint-angle change by the number of sample periods passed). Such
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a differentiation signal is not only delayed by the number of sampling periods passed but is

also only accurate to one part out of the total number of sample periods passed since the

last update. (See [Driessen] for a much more detailed discussion of this issue.)

Previous known work involving direct-drive arms includes the work of [Parker,

G., et al] and [Lyshevski, G.] who included linear and nonlinear, respectively, actuator

electromechanical dynamics of the motors into their models to improve tracking. For the

system configuration considered in the present paper, however, it is seen that even with

inftite-bandwidth motors (an algebraic, not differential, relationship between motor

current and motor torque), tracking of fast trajectories will still be severely limited by the

lack of quality of the velocity measurements at the joints which prevents the required

velocity gains in the feedback controller from being attained. In other words, even with

perfect motors, much less ones with lags, the fast trajectories could not be tracked without

a clean enough velocity measurement.

2. Problem Statement

The experimental results herein are all cases of a real three link redundant robotic

arm illustrated in Figures 1 and 8. Joint angles are relative and measured counter-

clockwise. The arm is initially at rest, holding a position with feedback control. The

dashed lines in Figures 1 and 8 represent the straight line tip paths that the arm’s tip must

stay on. The required terminal position of the arm’s tip is the endpoint of these dashed

lines. Torques are also measured counter-clockwise. Their true bounds are (starting horn

the hub joint): U1.,X= 2.3481 Nrn, Uzmw = 0.70834Nm, and ~~~ = 0.29583Nm. The joint angle

bounds are: e,~w= 2.l@-ad, e,mm = 2.28rad, and e3.~ = 2.13rad. Gravity does not act in the

plane of the arm. It can be shown that the inertia properties of the arm can be completely

spectiled by the following six parameters: A=~+m,~c+m-J.i+m&, g=%-%kc~ C=WY%I%Y

D = i~ + WZ&.c, E =72+ m2G, and F = ~L~c +%LL. where ~ is the centroidal rotational inertia

of the ith link, Lj the length of the ith link, and Lc is the centroidal position of link i,

measured from the base of link i. The values of these parameters in the robotic arm’s
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model are: A=l.692kg m2, B=.079kg m2, C=.0829kg m2, D=.0339kg m=, E=l.199kg m2, and

F= L033kg m2.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Due to inadequate sensors, the system was not able to track a minimum-time

trajectory that was based upon the actual torque bounds. Instead, we had to reduce these

torque bounds to about 1/4 of the actual bounds in order for the arm to be able to track

the associated trajectory. In the actual system using either noisy tachometer signals that

were additionally corrupted by the PWM (pulse-width-modulated) ampMlers that drive the

motors or the numerically differentiated encoder signals, increasing the velocit y gains

beyond quite small values in the computed torque control law [see Craig] caused severe,

vicious, and acoustically loud chattering of the motor torque signal between its upper and

lower bounds.

Off-line simulations reveal that about 1/4 max-torque trajectories were the fastest

that could be tracked with the achievable velocity gains. So, in this respect, simulation

and experiment matched well. Also, turning up the velocity gains in the simulations also

resulted in vicious torque chattering and lack of tracking ability when simulating the bad

velocity signals (either the delayed/erroneous encoder-tierentiation or the noisy tach).

Coloumb friction torques at the joints were experimentally estimated to be 19%, 11%, and

790, respectively, of the torques available at the three joints. These disturbances were

included in the above mentioned closed loop simulations. A 1970 unmodeled disturbance

torque can be expected in any real system. Such disturbances must ‘be rejected by

feedback control. Simulations indicate that with a clean enough velocity measurement and

a high enough velocity gain, minimum-time trajectories based upon 70% (at least) of the

difference of the maximum torque and the friction torque can be tracked and that the

amount the closed loop torque will exceed the off-line (model-based) torque will be

essentially the value of the friction disturbance, and nothing more. Furthermore,

simulations indicated that with an 8MHz encoder-sampling board, the actual three-link
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arm can track such minimum-time trajectories with the same type of closed loop torque

histories. (Note: such a board replaces the tachometers.) (See [Driessen] for the

associated detailed set of simulations.)

The off-line trajectory for Figure 1 is shown in Figures 2 through 4. The

experimental trajectories, superimposed on top of the off-line trajectories, are shown in

Figures 5 through 7. Similarly, the off-line and experimental trajectories for the problem

of Figure 8 are shown in Figures 9 through 11 and 12 through 14, respectively.

We see that the joint angle tracking is quite good. However, the experimental

torques are severely different from the theoretical values, differing by much more than just

the friction torque. Qualitatively and non rigorously, what is happening is that without a

descent velocity gain, the system cannot make “predictive” feedback corrections. This

results in tiny position errors (hardly visible in Figures 5 and 12) that, when magnified by

the position feedback gains in the computed torque controller, produces a sigr&cant-sized

torque, thus causing the total torque to differ significantly from the theoretical torque.

4. Conclusion

This work presented an investigation into the ability of a real three-link

direct-drive robotic arm to track model-based minimum-time trajectories.

planar

The

investigation revealed that the real system could only track trajectories based upon about

1/4 of the actual maximum torque available at the joints. The reason was the lack of a

clean enough velocity signal to allow the required velocity gains to be used, which

demonstrated that a “missing link” for tracking near-full-torque minimum-time trajectories

on a direct-drive arm is a clean velocity signal. Simulations indicate that an 8MHz

encoder-sampling board would provide a velocity signal that is clean enough to allow for

the required velocity gains. Future work will be to experimentally verify these simulations

with the 8MHz encoder-sampling board.
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Figure 1. Case 1, Schematic of Experimental Tracking Problem
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Figure 2. Case 1, Off-line Minimum-time Trajectory Torques Versus Time (s)
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Figure 3. Case 1, Off-line Joint Angles (rad) Versus Time (s)
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Figure 4. Case 1, Off-line Joint Velocities (rad/s) Versus Time (s)
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Figure 5. Case 1, Experimental and Theoretical Torques (Nm) Versus Time (s)
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Figure 6. Case 1, Experimental and Theoretical Joint Angles (rad) Versus Time (s)
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Figure 7. Case 1, Experimental and Theoretical Joint Velocities (rad/s) Versus Time (s)
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Case 2, Schematic of Experimental Tracking Problem
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Figure 9. Case 2, Off-line Minimum-time Trajectory Torques Versus Time (s)
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Case 2, Off-line Joint Angles (rad) Versus Time (s)
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Figure 11. Case 2, Off-line Joint Velocities (rad/s) Versus Time (s)
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Figure 12. Case 2, Experimental and Theoretical Torques (Nm) Versus Time (s)

Figure 13. Case 2,
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Experimental and Theoretical Joint Angles (rad) Versus Time (s)
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Figure 14. Case 2, Experimental
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and Theoretical Joint Velocities (rad/s) Versus Time (s)
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